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20801/25 Bouquet Street, South Brisbane
MUST BE SOLD THIS WEEKEND
Located in arguably the most convenient section of South Brisbane, Spice apartment’s offers ideal inner
city living, all whilst residing just on the river’s fringe. Being encased by vibrant tones of white with
contrasting accents, this apartment breathes sophistication and class.
Walking in through the entryway, you will be greeted in a hallway which grants you immediate access to
both the laundry and one of the bathrooms, and at the rear – two sizeable bedrooms, both with good
closet space, with one holding a study at a very carefully thought out extension.
Taking some steps out of the bedroom, and you will be pleased to see just how much space there is to
offer in this 96sqm open plan living area. Featuring a full kitchen with double vanity, a sizeable dining and
living area, the overall design of this unit shines bright through its own lens of elegance and delight.
Walking seamlessly through the open style kitchen, to the opposing end of the apartment, will have you
deciding between taking a step outside on to your private outdoor leisure courtyard to admire the
ultimate viewing experience, where you will be captivated by all river, city, and lush greenery surrounds or
perhaps going to rest in your spacious master bedroom, featuring double walk in robe and en-suite.
If you are looking to go outside and explore your surroundings, you are in luck! If your first guess wasn’t to
go an elevator ride up to the rooftop pool and relaxation terrace, you will find yourself only hundreds of
meters from the popular South Bank Lifestyle, where you will find a plethora of nationally adored
amenities including; GOMA, State Library, QLD Museum & Science Centre and even QPAC. If living
close to transport is more your style, then you will be pleased to know you have the luxury of having not
only 24 hour bus routes at your doorstep, but also the Go Between and William Jolly Bridge.
Taking into account all that is on offer here, it is no wonder why this residence experienced so much
interest in its time. For your chance to secure this wonderful property, please contact me at your earliest
convenience to book the next available private viewing.
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108 sqm

$718,000
ID# 11022103557

The above information has been furnished to us by the vendor of each property. We have not verified whether or not that information is accurate and have no belief one way or another in its accuracy. We do not
accept any responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. all interested parties should make and rely upon their own enquires in order to determine whether or not this information is in
fact accurate.

